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LETTER TO

T have read the correspondence on book titling in the last

I t*o issues of Moroc'co Bottnd with great interest as for
I many amateur binders the subject *n por" problems,

and also, I see it from a rather different point of view as I
frequently have to retitle old books whose original spines
have disappeared.

John Newland's original article (March 2001) contained
much sensible and valuable advice, and so did Michael
Matthew's rejoinder, but I think any disagreement between
them is possibly due to the change in styles of titling over
the years.

From my limited observation of titles on European books
printed over the last 500 years, I have noticed much varia-
tion, which could also be possibly due to the lack of com-
petence of the binder. It is a mistake to think that all binders
in the past produced perfect examples of their craft, and
certainly individual binders appear to have had their own
ideas on titling. One can cite an Edinburgh binding by James
Scott' acknowledged to be a leader in his field. of Tlte Works
of the Caledonian Bards. circa 1783. a book only 17mm
thick which is laconically titled BARD.

This raises what I consider is an important point - for
whose benefit is the book titled? Librarians don't seem to
worry about titles as they only go by the catalogue number.
Popular publishers emphasise on the dust wrapper whar
ever will attract most attention, be it the book's title or the
author's name, and only put the minimum on the actual
spine, though it always includes their name and logo. How-
ever. for personal use, I feel the title is merely for recogni-
tion purposes. and if so, I would be quite happy to accept
BARD.

Examining modern design bindings, it is clear that the
title. il used at all is usually part of the design and the au-
thor's name is optional. Some years ago there was a long
debate amongst Designer Bookbinders as to whether it
should be compulsory to include a title on competition
books, and as far as I remember. the conclusion was that it
should be somewhere, if not on the book, then on the slip-
case or box.

Another important and practical point is that trade bind-
ers with their large resources can put on almost any title
required. whilst most amateur binders are restricted by the
type they have available. ifnot also by the size ofthe block-
in-e chase. Founts of 150 preces are noticeably deficient
when faced with titles such as Saint Sebastian's Secondary
School Student Seminars. Ofcourse. this depends on how
well stocked the binder is with type.

With regard to the title along the spine, it seems obvi-
ous to me that it should read from head to tail so that it is
rcadable when the book is lying flat. I found it very irritat-
ing rvhen Penguin Books, having started tail to head. sud-
denly saw the light and did it the other way. As a result, half
my books are shelved upside down so that I avoid waving
my head around as I go along the shelf!

On this topic. Arthur Johnson, in his very valuable little
book, Lettering on Books2 says his clients prefer tail to head.
though he doesn't say why. Like Michael Matthew, he thinks
the title on the cover should be identical with that on the
titlc pagc. except on books of little value, or where space is
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limited, when shortened titles are permissible. He instances
The Theory, and Practice of Radiologl, by R. Hackman
which could become 'Hackman's Radiology'. To me. this
seems a little old-fashioned, though 'Gra1t's Anatony" is
still published as such.

I found both authors' comments on layout very helpful.
but althoughjust about everyone assumes the lines oftype
should be symmetrical about the centre, it was quite com-
mon in the late nineteenth century for Art Nouveau titles to
align on the left hand side. Special flowing type was used.
so that the effect today using Times Roman or Kent is not
quite the same. and that it is probably better to centre the
lines if using modern type.

Michael Matthew would like a 'rule' on space between
lines, but I think it depends very much on the individual
title. Certainly, the space being the same height as the type
is an excellent start, particularly if there are only two or
three lines, but I find a four-line title with this space 'spreads'

down the spine too much, and looks better if it is a little
condensed with less space between the lines. This is par-
ticularly necessary when using a light type such as Edin-
burgh when the full spacing makes it look rather empty.
Conversely, a heavy type such as bold or condensed. or a

fount such as Bodoni looks better if spaced slightly more
than the height of the letters. It is a question of aesthetics,
and as the title is part of the decoration of the book, as well
as being a utility, each one should be treated on its own
merits, assuming that the bookbinder has enough of the right
type to fulfil his wishes.

Clearly, from a bookbinder's point of view. titling books
of any age can be quite a contentious matter and it would
be interesting to hear other people's points of view as my
opinions are rather personal and pragmatic.

1. The Oldaker Collection. British Book Bindings in West-

minster Abbey, Howard M Nixon. Maggs Bros. 1982.

2. Lettering on Books, Arthur W Johnson, Puriri Press. 1993.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, QId.

Other views on this subject would be most welcome.
Editor.
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Just to know how the situation on relationships was!
But in 1984 a copy of this tiny book was sold for f. 8,500
IUS$3.400]. Levinus would sit up at being rold thar his
miniscule masterpiece has become more valuable than any
foliant of his time. The Zeeuwse Bibliotheek has nine of
these masterpieces in the collection.

The MrnoelsuRc MrNrAruRE LTBRARy or 1175, is nowa-
days one of the showpieces of the Royal Library in The
Hague. At the outside it looks like an ordinary book of stand-
ard size. in a red leather binding. stamped in gold. The block
consists of quires pasted one on top of the other. rvith a
rectangular hole cut out. In the hole tl.rere is a small book-
case with ten miniature books. The case can be turned
around. Formats of the books range from 4.4 x 6 to 3.7 x
2.4cm. Their origin is very different, The Hague, Amster-
dam, Dordrecht, but one of them has been printed by the
Middelburg printer Taiilefert, a member of the printers guild
and one ofthe thrce donors ofthis curious copy. The other
was Sueonius Mandelgreen. the famous Middelburg binder.
rvho made this binding. and thc Middelbur-'r printer
Callent'els. It might be that the missing volume - there is
room fbr eleven volumes - originates from his press.

There is no Dutch example known of such a miniature
library. You can only compare it with English travelling
libraries of the XVIIth century. But they consist of bind-
ings with some small shelves at the inside cover. A second
difference is that the Middelburg copy not has been made for
a learned traveller for his own use. but as a _eift of the three
people mentioned above at the occasion of the birth of William
van Borssele, Seigneur ofZeeland. In the books are appropri-
ate lragments of the bible. a national history and other eSsays

of interest fbr the education of the newly born child.
After highlighting Middelburg printers and binders it

seemed to me all together a good reason to focus on a pri-
vate collection. Not many details are known about these
collectors. In fact I consider myself as one of them. be it
that I collect lor the ZeeurvsE BTBLIoTHEEK.

Whv do we fanatically browse antiquarian catalogues,
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why are we present for hours at auctions or do we rvalk rn
and out of antiquarian bookshops. looking lbr a book that
we somewhere else can buy much bigger and olten for less
money'? It must have to do with something in our human
mind. unwittingly appealing for small things. Especially
when this feeling is fed by the beauty and attraction of the
object. Moreover, the small format evokes a kind of molli-
fication, the 'caresseability'. In a way one keeps the whole
universe in the palm of one's hand and one is moved by
this. In particular when you notice the love and skill thar
has been used; the paper. the font, illustrations and bindin_e,
and not to forget the text of leading writers from the present
and the past. Everything with great crafrmanship tuned
within the small proportions.

And betng that, a miniature book has a nowadays rel-
evance; in other words: a miniature book is a contemporary
item. It is passing over cultural heritage from the past - the
tradition of centuries of producing miniature books - to the
present day. The more so when high standards of technical
procedures are involved with high quality of - never before
published - literary works or fine arts.

Provided that there will be no stunt. for with modern
technical knowledge, you do not need any craftmanship,
because of the possibilities of photographical reduction in
combination with producing plates of type. The Guiness
Book of Records 1995 states that the Glennifer Press is-
sued 85 copies of 'Old King Cole' with dimensions 0.1 x
0. lcm. So not to handlel

Our Bloprul-t-toFJE mentioned above has obviously been
defeated. but in my view in negative quantity only, not in
quality. In the report of the jury, further on, nothing speaks ol'
such a negative quantity. Words like 'expertise', 'fascinattng'
and 'astounding' from these professionals stimulate to a posi-
tive curiosity. Thanks to the initiators and contestants of this
competition the miniature book as a cultural phenomenon rn
the Netherlands has got a convincing impulse.

Congratulations !

EDITORIAL

f-I-IHIS ISSUE OF Monocco BouNo is smaller than its

I usual eight-pages because there has not been suffi-
I cient quality articles contributed. This is a great pity

and a disappointment to the Editor that the reduction in
size was necessary.

The supply of articles has relied for a long time on the
very few people willing to submit contributions on technical.
'hou,to do it'. historical interest, visits to other establish-
ments and book revie ws. Other journals and newsletters
arc pcrused fi'equently for suitability of content lbr rcpub-
lishing in Monocco Bou^-o but this does not happen often.
It is ofien suggested that sources of material are available
on internet web sites: these are probably better icft where
they are for the ready availability by others and not to rc-
peat such ad nauseant in thc pages of this journal. Ori-einal
articles are much more prcf'crable.

Dcspite thrs appeal Ibr contributrons. all iirticles submtt-
tcd for publishing MUST he capablc of bcin-c authcnticatcd
and that copyright procedures be obscrved. Failule to tlbsen'e

these requirements will only lead to their rejectlon so, please

ensure that matenal from other sources has the author's/pub-
lisher's permission. Documentary proof of such would be
appreciated.

Monocco BouNo is the Journal of Australian Bookbind-
ing which has enjoyed a high reputation for many years. It
is also a sad fact that some of the Guilds in other Australian
States publish some quite interesting articles in their own
newsletters rnstead of giving consideration to their submis-
sion to Monocco BouNo as the preferred medium for advo-
cating Australian bookbinding. If parochial interests are

better served. then the viability of Monocco BouNp as an

Australian journal will need to be reassessed. and if con-
sidered thus. Monocco BouNo would revert to the Nervs-
letter lor the NSW Guild.

Tlrat v'ould ittdeed be tlle ereatest of trttgedies jot Aus-
troliatt bookbitrditrg but this cditor would ntuch rathL'r a
positivc attrtudc be maintained for the journal's continued
existence.
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British Library. The Bible is just down the hall from other

noteworthy original documents such as lhe Mecle Cenre

and the lyrics. in McCartney's own handwriting, to the

Beatles' classic Yesrmox. Just as at the German museum,
the Library is guarded but there are no vaults or massive
steel doors.

Who was Gutenberg?
Not a great deal of detail is known about Gutenberg's life.
We do know he was born around 1400. died in 1468 and is
thou-sht to have trained as a -uoldsmith. Forced from Mainz
l'or political reasons, he moved to Strasbourg in the late
1420s where we hearlittle of him until 1438 when he formed
a partnership with three other men. We know from legal
documents at this time that Gutenberg was working on a

new invention. the nature of which he. was very secretive
about.

Returnin-g to Mainz in i450, he entered into an arrange-
ment 'for the making of books' with Johann Fust. a wealthy
goldsmith. Fust advanced Gutenberg a considerable sum
of money on security of a printing apparatus, plus an annual
salary and expenses. Unfortunately, Fust wanted a quick
return on his investment while Gutenberg sought the per-

Is there anything like coincidence? Not at that moment. I
was asked to write the introduction to the report of the jury
of the first Dutch competition of bookbinders of miniature
books, organised by the Durcu HeNonoExsnqDERS LIGA.

What happened? As custodian of the old and rare books
department of the Zeeuwse Bibliotheek ICounty Library of
the Province of Zeelandl I was in the middle of preparing
an cxhibition of miniature books from the private collec-
tion of a Middelburg couple [= our collection. pja]. A collec-
tion of over 800 tiny tomes and in my eyes the largest in our
province, and at country level an important. one as well. By all
mcans a lot biggerthan the collection in the Z.eeurvsE BIBLIoTHEEK.

When editing the exhibition catalogue I reflected that
miniature books and Middelburg have something in com-
mon and that the town. in a way, has to keep up her reputa-
tion in this field, because of three reasons:

A miniature book entitled Bloeu-uorue [= Flower Gar-
denl was printed by Benedictus Smidt, printer at
Middelburg. It is true however. not printed in Middelburg,
but in Amsterdam in 1674. one year after he has moved
from Middelburg. I am yet not convinced and arn doing
some investigations on this matter, pja]. For more then two
centuries it was considered as the smallest miniature book:
dimensions 1.0 x 0.6cm, the size of a fingernail. It has 42
pages with a poem of a certain C de Lange. The rare copies
are bound in red leather with gold stamped front and spine .

and have a nicely engraved golden clasp. Their rarity is
expressed by its present-day price: in I 993 a copy was sold
at Van Stockum. the Hague fbr f 19.500 [ca USS7.800].
and anothcr copy was sold some years betbre at Sotheby's
for 524.000. It was probably made as a kind of example to
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fection of his system. A disagreement ensued which led to
an estrangement of their business relationship.

During the period of this partnership, Gutenberg pub-
lished the famous 42line Bible but there exists no explana-
tion as to why such tangible assets were not counted by the
courts among his property when the business was dissolved.
Gutenberg was compelled to yield his printing apparatus
and all type material to Fust in November 1455.

Gutenberg remained in continuous financial difficulty but
he did succeed once more in establishing a small printrng
works. He never prospered materially from his invention but
neither did he spend his remaining years destitute. In 1465.

the archbishop of Mainz provided Gutenberg with a pensron
which entitled him to small benefits and privileges, including
food, wine and clothing. He died on February 3, 1468, and
was buried in the grounds ofthe local Franciscan church.

Johannes Gutenberg left us with more than a printing
system. Most historians list the period when modern printin-u
was invented, around 1450. as the transition from the Dark
Ages to the Renaissance. Johannes Gutenberg's invention
helped promote the spread of knowledge to all corners of the
world. He was never a powerful man in financiai terms and
yet he demonstrated an ability to change the course of history.

show his reputation in his new dwelling place.
Masterpieces for the printers guild in Zeeland were mini-

ature books To be a free-man of the guild in Middelburg
one had to make a miniature book [This was not a general

rule but we see it in Middelburg in second half of the XVIIIIh
century. So far a mere 15 titles are known, pjal. When a

printer was able to handle that small size - with all aspects
like typesetting, making a nice stamped binding and gilding -

the opinion was that he could handle larger formats as well.
A mere accident was that he also showed to be economical
with paper. Paper was very expensive at that time and de-
termined highly the price of a book. The candidate printer
used one leaf of paper, folding and cutting it to four quires of
four sheets each, till he got a block ofabout 4 x 5 cm and 48

pages. Unfortunately so far nothing has been found in archives

about this kind of masterpiece required in Middelburg. Like-
wise there are not so many copies left as the fellow printer
made only a few, dedicated to a number of concemed parties.
So the Pnoeve of J Koene, dated 1782. mentions with copi-
ous forms of address the ex-mayor ol Middelburg. who at

that time was honorary dean of the guild, the dean himsel{.
two presidents and a former dean of the guild.

And in Lop eN NUTTTGHEID DER DRUKKUNsT [Credits and
profitableness of the art of printingl, the masterpiece of
Levinus Moens of 1170 we found this clause:

[To t h e nto st ho n o u rab I e S i r M as t e r D ani e I Tu I I e ke n. fo rnte r
nru\'or, alderruan and cottncil of the town of Middelburg
etc. erc., as dean ofthe book printers and bookseller guilcl,
cutd the other goventors ofthe guild, this book is presentetl.
v,'ith ntost huntble respect, by their obedient and subntis-
sive servant Levinus Moens).

NOT EASILY FRIGHTENED
Introductiott to the catologue of HaNoaoEKBr^-DWEDSTRIJD vooR HET MINIATUURaoex, 1999.

(Trattslated bt Paul J Aarssen, with sonrc comnrcnts in square brackets)
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BACK TO WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
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N THE WALL OF MY OFFICE at the Varn manu-
facturing plant in Melbourne, hangs a framed poster
from the British Library in London. It is an enlarge-

ment of one of the pages of the Gutenberg Bible, which is
generally believed to be the first book printed in Europe
with movable type. I do not read any Latin so I have no
idea what it says except that the Library has chosen to re-
produce a pa-se from the Parables. The typeface is an ar-
chaic. Latin Gothic affair known as Black Letter and. as

there is no proportional spacing, nearly half of the lines
have been hyphenated.

Gutenberg printed this edition in black only: However,
certain headings and highlights on each page were then hand-
lcttered in red. a process known as rubrication. The edition,
printcd in three volumes. features two columns of 42 lines
and was worked on by six compositors simultaneously.

You rnay ask why a chemist like myself, rvhose busi-
ness is 99 per cent involved rvith litho-uraphic printin-e.
should be interested in the origins crf letterpress. Most
scientific work deals with innovation and. in a small way
through Varn. I am able to introduce infinitesimal advances

in offset printing. Johannes Gutenberg. however. did not

merely introduce movable type. He invented a whole ncw
system of printing, includin-e oil-based ink. the particular

adaptation of a press. the method of type casting and even
the alloy used, which remains unchanged today:

None of these features existed in Chinese or Korean
printing, nor in the techniques in Europe at the time. Not only
was Gutenberg the father of modern printing, but he was also
a chemist. an engineer, a metallurgist and an entrepreneur.

A Shrine to a Genius.
While in Germany in 1986, I had the opportunity to visit
Mainz and the Gutenberg Museum, a tribute to the printer
from the city where he lived and worked. Mainz is just down-
stream from Frankfurt. at the confluence of the Main and
Rhine Rivers.

The Museum of Printing depicts the evolution of written
communication and the developmcnt of printing. There are

also several original Gutenberg Bibles on display which
are kept in a climate-controlled vault with walls and doors
nearly half a metre thick. The effect is almost like that of a
shrine. To a collector. each of the 55O-year-old Bibles is price-
less. The ori_sinal number printed is unknown but believed to
be around 200. of u,hich some 40 are still in existence.

The British are more pragmatic. They too have a con-
plete ori-uinal copy of a Gutenberg Bible on display in its
own -elass casc in a ma-snificentll' decorated wing ol thc
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